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Little Horrors: Big Ideas
Contribution from Luke Carver Goss -
Freelance composer and Little Horrors animateur/project leader

Introduction

In terms of the number of collaborative partners involved, the age range of participants,
and in its overall aims, the Little Horrors project was the most ambitious and complex I
have been involved in to date.

Artistically, we encouraged writing music for film, improvising to both moving and still
images, and encouraging a use of a range of tuned and un-tuned percussion
instruments. As far as I know, none of the participants in the project had had the
experience of working in a music project like this before. Socially, there was an
emphasis on working with cross-generational groups. This was new to me, but not, I
think to many of the participants. In terms of training, the project had ‘shadows’
recruited by Sound it Out and BCMG. The collaboration between the many
organisations involved was particularly impressive. My experience of the engagement
between BCMG, Sound it Out and Arts Sites was very positive.

As the artistic leader, or 'animateur' I had various responsibilities in the project. Some of
these involved co-ordination of groups' material and consulting with players and
participants. This gave me an overview of the project and I will now outline different
aspects of the project and my role within it.

Artistic Leadership and Training

The initial contractual duties of the animateur showed an emphasis on training and
development of the players’/group leaders’ skills. The project started with a 2 two day
professional development weekend during which I took them through various practical
techniques for creating music for film (see page). The weekend was received positively,
and various people commented that they had learnt something new.

I followed up the weekend by drafting a resource pack (see page), outlining these and
other techniques for the players to refer to during their work with the participants in the
project. In addition, the film (Nosferatu) was cut, edited, and broken into sections for
different groups to work with. (At Vivid in Birmingham)

The techniques outlined were based on working from simple musical improvisational
starting points, referring music to pictures and photographs, and finally working with
the moving images in the film itself. Having used them before in previous projects, I felt
the approach would work, and was flexible enough for players to develop their own
way of working within it. The sessions with participants raised practical difficulties in



implementing some of the techniques. In one of the first sessions, there was a fire in the
building, and we had to merge two groups and do a general introductory session. In
another session the instruments were not accessible for over half the time available. One
group consisted of only 3/4 people, and as some of the exercises depended on having
over 6 in a group, it would have been difficult to make them work. I also think players
felt pressured by time into getting straight into composing music for the film. One
player also commented that the participants were not musically competent enough for
the work-pack techniques to be effective. I did not agree with this. Still, I was
disappointed that the approaches weren’t given a try.

Creative projects involve striking a balance: between allowing people to innovate and
develop their own approaches, and in having a clear vision and structure. In retrospect, I
could have given a little more emphasis on the latter. We spent some time during
training discussing whether the project should develop a motif or theme that was
common to all participant groups, but which could be varied according to how they
worked with it in sessions. Eventually, the idea was jettisoned as players felt each group
should develop their own themes. In the performance, a strong theme would have lent
more musical coherence to the overall piece, and may have given a more common sense
of musical purpose. Again, with hindsight, I could have suggested the use of a common
group of notes or scale/mode that might have given a similar coherence.

There were two distinct groups of musicians involved in the project. And they were
from quite different musical backgrounds. Broadly speaking, the BCMG players are
classically trained, and the Sound Connection players are from a wide spectrum of pop,
jazz, folk, Indian classical and western classical. (This can only be a general description,
as every player has their own distinctive set of musical influences and interests.) During
training, and during the project as a whole I sensed a willingness on the part of all of
them to learn from each other, and to take strong aspects of each others’ work into
working with participants. There were some strong differences in musical outlook and
approach that emerged at various points in the project, and are worth mentioning:

• In feedback sessions during training, there was some debate about the use of
technology in music. The Sound Connection players were generally in favour, and
BCMG players expressed some misgivings.

• Also during feedback, there appeared to be a distinct difference in the way players
talked and thought about making music in creative projects. BCMG players tended
to focus on musical quality and outcome. i.e. what the final piece would look and
sound like. Sound Connection players’ comments reflected more of an interest in
musical process, development of skills, and in social outcomes.

• I felt that there were also differences in the way players listened to and experienced
music-making in a workshop environment. Some players emphasised the
importance of dynamics, musical contrasts and very clear leadership re linear events
while others were keen on a strong rhythmic approach, flexibility of musical
structure, and in creating space within which to be expressive and improvise.

The overwhelming feeling was that players benefited hugely from the experience of
these different musical outlooks. During sessions with participants, players were paired



so that a BCMG player worked with a Sound Connection player. This threw some
differences into contrast. Under the pressure of time limitations, there were moments
when the different approaches caused difficulty. This was most noticeable when one
person was emphasising outcome and getting through the material, and the other
exploration and expression. Without the time pressure, I sense that the difference in
approach would have become more complementary.

During session with participants, I took a consulting and enabling role. There were
occasions when I made suggestions, and once or twice took over leadership. On the
whole, though, I followed up with players during breaks and at the end of sessions. This
gave me the opportunity to take notes, compare the work developed in each group, and
work out how the groups work could be successfully combined in the lead up to the
performance. Most group work was well structured, with a good balance between
musical creativity and musical outcome being struck. One group had a low attendance,
and its leaders took a more improvisatory and flexible approach than the others. I made
it clear that would like to see more clarity in their work, but I can understand why they
worked the way they, and their work at the end was both innovative and expressive.

The choice of Castle Vale secondary school as a venue for the project was good on the
whole. There was also one occasion where we did not have access to spaces we had
booked, and one occasion where we did not have access to instruments. The former of
these problems could have had an adverse effect on the overall artistic outcome of the
project, but the participants rose to the challenge.

Artistically, the film was a good ‘hook’ to hang the creative work around. Participants
enjoyed all the challenges it put their way: timings, choosing the right colours and
textures, and creating tension. The film also raised good discussion about structure,
what we find frightening, and how stories develop. Using the film also removed the
problem of dissonant music not being ‘cool’, because it’s what we’re used to in film
music generally. Groups were happy to explore both dissonant and consonant sound
worlds and compare them.

I had little to do with one aspect of the project, and that was the training of the shadows.
The players took charge of this, and with one exception it worked really well. The
shadows took a role in leading smaller group work, but also in playing and supporting
during large group work.

The final concert was a great success, in which I observed people of all age ranges
pulling together to form a pretty coherent ensemble. The enjoyment levels were
palpable. The BCMG/Sound Connection group could have done with more rehearsal
time, to raise the quality of their own work, but for all that, the performances kept
together. There were times when musical events on stage were raising at least as much
interest as the film itself, and we couldn’t have hoped for more.

Players responded well to the artistic and social challenges of this project. Further
training for some players in workshop leadership skills would ensure their continuing
development as leaders and boost their confidence in leading large groups. It would also



ensure greater coherence in composing and improvising in practical music workshops.

Social aspects of the project

One of the many thrusts of the project was that it was cross-generational. For me, this
was one of the most positive things about the project. In the smallest group, the
membership consisted of an 11-year-old child, their mother, and her mother. So what the
group lacked in quantity, it made up for in quality. Another group consisted of a wide
range of ages and family groups based around a community centre. One of the most
obvious benefits of this was disciplinary: if a child was misbehaving, their parent or
uncle or aunt would tell them to stop. In addition, if someone was missing from a group,
we exactly why, because another member of the family was there to tell us.
Creatively, getting adults involved in this work was great. One adult told me that she
had taken on a position of leadership that she had not experienced before. I personally
noticed adults both leading and following younger people in both performance and
composing. After some initial unfamiliarity with the ways we used to create music, and
some shyness, the adults were as much a benefit to the project as the children. The use of
music technology was also quite new to some of the adults and they really enjoyed
using samplers and keyboards etc. My only suggestion for further work would be to for
adults to be able to use more tuned percussion. I did notice a couple of the adults
expressing some frustration at the musical limitations of some of the un-tuned
percussion.

Some social issues surrounding the film arose. One thing we didn’t expect was that
some of the children involved would be as young as 4. Nosferatu was a frightening film,
and perhaps a bit too much so for them to deal with. Having said that, when I asked a 4
year old if she found it too scary, she said “I’m not frightened of THAT!”

Additional

Feedback from the players revealed some suggestions for future projects. They all felt
that the collaboration between the two organisations had been fruitful and worthwhile,
not only for the participants in the project, but for themselves, both artistically and
personally. Issues we discussed included:

• A need for more training in enabling and leading group-work: Some players found it
difficult to lead a session and make use of their instrumental skills at the same time.

• Whilst enjoying working with a musician from another organisation, players would
have like to have the opportunity to liase in larger groups during the project. In
particular, Sound Connection players felt that their group’s identity was diluted at
times.

• All players would have like to have had more to do with the editing of the film.
Some players felt there weren’t enough adults in the project. They suggested



advertising more widely for the project. E.g.: in local places of work.

• Whilst enjoying the work, players wondered what continuity there would be after
the project ended, both for participants and themselves.

• One of the participant groups consisted entirely of school children. Some of these
found it difficult to come to a session in the half-term holiday, as they lived quite a
distance from Castle Vale, and the group attendance fluctuated widely. The
suggestion was that this group should have met during school time.

Conclusion

I said at the top of the document that this was one of the most ambitious projects I’d
been involved in. If one layer could have been left out, perhaps it was the shadows.
However, I would like to know how much they felt their expectations were met during
the project.

It was an ambitious project, but also a very successful one, particularly from a social
point of view. I think this was largely due to risks the organisers took in incorporating
people of such a wide age range. It was certainly very enjoyable from my point of view.



Little Horrors: Big Ideas
Contribution from BCMG Education Manager Nancy Evans

A project to create music with cross-generation groups for a silent horror movie could
have been planned and delivered by either organisation in this partnership but we chose
to do it together. Collaboration often means each organisation bringing something
different to the partnership – ours was more of a sharing of practise. It was not a random
decision to work together though there was an element of purely a desire to work on
something together. First, we needed to find common motivation – in our case this was
based on both organisations historical connection to the community of Castle Vale
through performances and projects with the school and wider community. It also
needed to fit into the overall strategies of both organisations. The previous projects in
Castle Vale had embraced all generations and so this became a focus for our joint
project.   There were four main reasons for choosing a horror film as our starting point:

• Appealed across generations
• Often a first point of exposure to contemporary music
• Clear and rich characters and atmospheres to work from
• Sound it Outs previous history working with cartoons in this Castle Vale

Partnerships between community music organisations and orchestras/ensembles are
not new but the two groups can still regard each other with suspicion in terms of
funding, the fitness of the skills of the musicians delivering the work and the
motivations for doing that work. There are good reasons for this historically with
orchestras and ensembles motivated purely by audiences rather than any real desire to
make lasting connections with their local communities. Historically orchestras have been
able to attract large amounts of funding not available to community organisations a
factor that has changed enormously in the past decade. Orchestras have also been
arrogant in their belief as to what they can provide and have believed that their players
by virtue of being an expert classical musician also have the skills to work in complex
community situations. On the other side, there have been badly delivered community
music projects and sometimes even an unfounded hostility towards classical orchestras
and their musicians.  All these things are changing and from the very start of BCMG’s
education programme it has been about getting a balance between using players skills
most effectively, challenging them in new situations whilst at the same time not putting
players into situations they are not trained for. In addition to this, BCMG’s education
programme is most definitely about making a connection with our community.

What both Sound it Out and BCMG represent in their own worlds is high quality
music-making and thoughtful/reflective project delivery which made them equal and
sympathetic partners.

Aside from the overall aims of the project, a strong aim on from both organisations was
to bring together different musicians in the city. In this project, we had orchestral



musicians who were experienced community musicians and community musicians who
were phenomenal performers so no generalisations applied. However, though orchestral
musicians are becoming more involved in community work this happens mainly within
the umbrella of the ensemble rather than working for a variety of community and music
organisations. I was clear about wanting the BCMG musicians to become aware of this
other world and be aware of the place that their work plays in this. For most of the
BCMG musicians’ project leading rather than supporting was a new experience for most
of them. They were also being asked to work with someone, they had never worked
with before though some of the musicians had worked together previously in another
guise.  As a workshop leader myself I know that it is can difficult co-leading workshops
as well as being great fun and very effective. To this mix, we had also added shadows
which two musicians from each organisation were responsible for.

Myths about working in partnership

• Two organisations working on the same project does not mean the workload is
halved!

• That the two organisations must have all the same aims and objectives. In
partnership projects, some aims and objectives will be common but others will not.
As long as differing aims and objectives are clear to the other party this should not
cause a problem or be a barrier to working together. As long there is enough in
common and those that differ are not detrimental to the project - the project will
work. Here I see that I disagree with Liz ……..!

What makes a successful partnership?

• Making a good personal and professional relationship with the key person you are
working with.

• Understanding that organisations can bring different strengths at different points to
a project. There were times I felt as an individual I was not doing as much as my
counterpart but then realised that as a whole organisation BCMG was contributing
as equally it was just that responsibilities were spread around the BCMG
management team.

• Creating and maintaining good lines of communication with artists, with each other
and with outside bodies

• Having clearly defined roles and responsibilities
• Meeting regularly update meetings to discuss problems or potential problems
• Acting on action points decided in meetings
• Being honest if things are not done or are delayed rather than covering them up.

None of us are superhuman – mistakes happen!
• Keeping each other to agreements but allowing for the inevitable flexibility as the

project develops
• Agreeing a project budget together beforehand and proportioning expenditure fairly
• Bringing artists together to get to know each other/understand each other’s

background before they work with participants.



• Within reason allowing the musicians to choose who from the other organisation
they worked with

• Building in reflection time throughout the project

Possible difficulties

• Assuming the other has done X, Y, Z….
• Dealing with the sense of loss of control of all aspects of the project leading to opting

out of responsibilities
• Grappling with sharing and evolving the artistic concept jointly
• Not trusting the other party to deliver
• Not trusting the quality of work of the other organisation
• Co-ordinating the diaries of a large group of musicians
• Worrying about the pairings of musicians and whether you have ‘got it right’
• An imbalance in what each organisation can offer unless this is an established factor

from the start
• Creating too complex project structures
• Creating a project which tries to be all things to all people

Another difficulty that arose for this project was when an area of responsibility was
devolved to a third party. In our case, this was the responsibility for recruitment of
participants and venue. Agreements and promises made by the third party did not meet
the expectations of either of the partners even though everything worked out in the end.
Both partners believed that the local knowledge needed for these areas was better done
at a local level. In hindsight, a more formal agreement as to what was expected might be
a useful tool.

The two main partners did not set out any formal agreement as to roles and
responsibilities in the project as there was already large existing level of trust and
knowledge of each others previous work. For organisations planning new partnerships,
something along these lines could be a very good idea.



Little Horrors: Big Ideas
Contribution by Sound It Out's Projects and Training Co-ordinator Liz Rals

The Little Horrors project was jointly co-ordinated by the Sound It Out Projects and
Training Co-ordinator (ER) and the BCMG Education Manager (NE) with staff support
from both organisations. Both ER and NE monitored, evaluated and managed the
project, including circulating detailed schedules and agreed aims and objectives. The
main criteria for the success of a partnership project is to ensure that both organisations
have the same agenda and motivation for running the project. Therefore, as much time,
if not more, needs to be allocated for the planning of the project and set up time as is
given to the participatory element. The clarification of the project aims, objectives and
intended outcomes for Little Horrors required much thinking and debate to ensure that
both organisations were working towards the same aim.

The success of many partnerships can, however, also be as much due to the personalities
involved. Both NE and ER have different personalities and, in some cases,  different
approaches but through constant communication and allocation of responsibilities
achieved excellent outcomes. ER and NE are both employed part-time at their
organisations and therefore the project required some flexibility around working hours
and contactable time in order to ensure the smooth running of the project. At BCMG and
Sound It Out the personnel responsibilities are split quite differently, BCMG having a
Development Manager to fundraise for projects and an Administrator updating project
budgets. However, at Sound It Out, the Projects and Training Co-ordinator ultimately
had all of these responsibilities for this individual project. Therefore, though at times
extremely busy, the project gave the Sound It Out Co-ordinator an opportunity to work
individually with each of the mentioned BCMG employees and both organisations were
able to learn from each others administration templates and working policies/ methods.

Both Sound It Out and BCMG were involved in fundraising for this project. Due to the
success of the majority of these applications and funders’ reporting criteria it became
clear that one organisation would not be able to have sole responsibility for the project
budget and expenditure. Each organisation’s expenditure had to exactly match their
project income. Therefore, a master project budget was created with elements of the
project expenditure to be paid by each organisation (see appendix 6). These divisions
thus enabled the specific project task resonsibilities to be split between both
organisations.

As the Artistic Director role and his relationship with both groups of musicians was key
to the success of the project, both BCMG and Sound It Out shorlisted applicants for the
position and had representatives on the interview panel. We also arranged for one
musician from both BCMG and Sound Connection (Sound It Out’s resident ensemble) to
sit on this panel and ask questions, to ensure that the musicians felt that they could
respect, learn from and work with the Artistic Director. On this project, both
organisations were responsible for contracting and paying their own ensembles and
recruiting 2 shadows.



The organisation of this project, with two professional development days for musicians
from both ensembles held several months before the participatory element, gave us the
opportunity to set up successful pairings for the project. Each BCMG musician was
paired with a Sound Connection musician to work with one of the 4 project participant
groups. With such relatively small ensembles, 4 musicians each in Sound Connection
and BCMG, the success of this partnership was at risk of being determined by personal
relationshps between musicians. Therefore, these two CPD days allowed the musicians
from each group to get to know each other and discuss their musical approaches and
interests. With feedback from the musicians, we were then able to determine, as far as
possible, which pairings would be most productive for the participatory sessions. In
hindsight, it would have been good to have organised an extra 2 sessions for each pair to
meet and plan the project sessions in the weeks between the CPD days and participatory
sessions before introducing the shadow to each group. However, on evaluation of the
project it seemed that these pairings worked extremely well, with musicians being
sensitive to each others strengths and experience, learning from each others approaches
and bank of activities. Though there were some quite extreme differences in facilitation
methods between the two musicians working with the school group, both musicians
were professional in their reflection and felt that they did learn skills from each other
during the project.

When organising each organisational partners responsibilities in terms of expenditure, it
is important to think which organisation/ individual is best placed to achieve each task
in terms of experience, contacts and strategic placement. For example, on Little Horrors
much of the personnel advertising and marketing/ distribution of press material and
publicity for the performance was best carried out by BCMG whom had access to a large
database of BCMG and CBSO contacts. However, the technical elements to the project,
the audio live sound and recording, liaising with partners Videoconferencing
Worldwide for projection and visual equipment and editing the video, were organised
by Sound It Out, having gained contacts and experience in these areas through previous
projects.

Were we to run a similar project again in the future, we would make some changes, as
outlined in the Little Horrors evaluation report. However, the project was a hugh
success in terms of the expereince it gave the participants and the partnership developed
between Sound It Out and BCMG. The success of this project also relied on the support
of several other key partners, artSites Birmingham, Videoconferencing Worldwide, BFI,
Blue Whale Studios and Vivid. These partnerships had been developed on a  long-term
basis over a number of years and their continuing support is much appreciated. Both
BCMG and Sound Connection musicians had several suggestions for future partnership
work and Sound It Out look forward to developing and building on this partnership in
the future.



Little Horrors: Big Ideas
Contribution from Trevor Lines  –
Sound it Out Community Music Sound Connections Musician

Cross-Team Working

This section looks at some of the issues raised by the combining of musicians in pairs
from the BCMG and SC teams.  It does not specifically address the musical backgrounds
and working practices of the shadows.  It is based purely on personal observation and
informal discussion, but takes into account the joint evaluation meeting.

The decision to split the teams into partnerships was in itself interesting as far as the SC
people were concerned.  Over its existence SC has been working with different ways of
carrying out community music projects, including such issues as devising strategies,
what we mean by a “song”, and group formation with an emphasis on collective
working rather than individual tuition.  SC was formed primarily to carry out this kind
of work.

BCMG is a performance ensemble with the particular brief of presenting contemporary
classical music.  As I understand it BCMG does not have a specific “community music
team”, although it does regularly carry out participatory educational projects and it is
clear that a pool of players have shown commitment to this area of work.  As far as I
know there is no “BCMG method” although they clearly have the benefit of support and
advice form their Education Manager, Nancy Evans, who in fact teaches ‘Community
Music’ at Birmingham Conservatoire.

Because of these differences the decision to split the teams into cross-pairs meant that
the project could not really function as a cross-disciplinary exchange between two units.
Rather it was a series of collaborations between individuals.

The first implication of this was that the pairings had to develop their own approaches
and techniques during the course of the project.  In effect we developed a method of
working together by working together, taking into account the needs of the group and
the assigned shadow: it was a method negotiated by practice.  This gave us the chance to
devise and present four varied working methods.

By general agreement, the working practices within the four groups were amicable,
supportive, professional, and effective.  However, there were occasional differences of
emphasis between the BCMG and SC teams on some matters of concept and practice,
which may have impact on what kind of future work might be undertaken and ways to
reconcile and make the most of different approaches.  I propose to briefly outline two
occasions where these differences became apparent.

The first point is on the issue of technology.  It is certainly the case for the SC team that
previous projects have encountered a strong use and interest from potential participants



in using modern technology to compose and perform music: this has included samplers,
turntables/dj-ing, sequencing, and computer software.  In fact, this has led members of
the SC team to begin to work with technology themselves as a valuable tool in projects
of this kind.  At the initial joint devising sessions members of the BCMG team were
more reticent to the use of technology, and thought it might prove problematic in some
work with young people.  In the event two of the groups did in fact make use of
sampling and tape-work in their final performances.

Secondly, there were differences in how the groups used notated music designed for
improvisation and creative rehearsal.  Clearly the BCMG players are more used to
following a notated score under the direction of a conductor where as  SC musicians
often work with cyclical forms in which the matters such as the exact number of repeats,
and the content on each occasion are worked out in rehearsal as part of the creative
process; a jazz piece might well be presented in this form, even to a large-scale
ensemble. This was an example of two different working practises which within the time
frame available was unable to be resolved.

The use of film soundtrack for the creative process

It was clear that the main focus of this project was to produce music in relation to a film.
This did not preclude the idea that the music would be of interest in itself, and it was
obvious at several points in the performance that a particular section was drawing the
audience’s specific attention rather than the screen events.  Some of that music might be
capable of successfully being performed as a separate entity without the film.

In addition, we could see the use of the film soundtrack as a creative device, as an
enabler which bypassed reservations and inhibitions.  It was fairly apparent that few, if
any of the Castle Vale participants had any experience of composing music.  Many of
them had little experience of performing music.  Everybody, however, had experience of
hearing music and enjoying it.  Anybody who watches television or goes to the cinema
or watches a video/DVD at home will inescapably experience a continuous diet of
music to accompany visual images and narrative.  Even where music is not a direct
accompaniment to the action it is still used to create an appropriate atmosphere; nearly
all programmes have signature tunes, for example.  It is quite possible that for some
people their main exposure to music is in the form of soundtrack.

Soundtracks include a significant amount of music that the viewer might not otherwise
listen to.  This could cover sources as diverse as contemporary classical music or non-
western musics; for example, Ligeti in ‘2001: A Space Odyssey’ or Nusrat Fateh Khan in
‘Dead Man Walking’ – it is worth noting that neither of these examples were originally
intended as soundtrack.  The use of strings by Bernard Herrmann for the shower scene
in ‘Psycho’ is a well-known example of how challenging music finds a place in the
context of film.

 For our purposes this gave a lot of possibilities of what music and sounds could be
utilised for the soundtrack.   Crucially, we were not limited by considerations of style.



We were able to draw on the team’s wide experience in western and eastern classical
musics, pop, folk, and jazz.  We were also freed from any expectation that the
participants would create something in a particular style.  For example, in some projects
it is evident that we are working towards a specific end-product in a specific genre (e.g.,
r’n’b, or jazz) or format (e.g., choir or chamber ensemble).  Both of these create pre-
conditions.  On the one hand we might need specific participants (such as a drummer)
or need to distribute them in particular ways (for example, avoiding a group of 1
recorder and 5 electric guitars).  On the other we might need to orient the group’s
activities around acquisition of techniques appropriate to a particular genre (for
example, learning how to play and work with an Indian tala).

This leads to the other consideration.  The role of the participants was not simply to
perform music that had been pre-written, as might be the case with a school orchestra.
The participants were there to compose or devise music for themselves to perform in
collaboration with the Little Horrors team.  As noted above, it is unlikely that any of
them had any real experience of composing music at all.  To ask them to devise a piece
of music would therefore have been to present them with a daunting task that they were
not prepared for.  However, by presenting the composition as an accompaniment to a
film we were able to avoid that issue.  Participants were able to work from visual images
to suggest a vocabulary of sounds and meanings.  Because of the wide variety of music
to be found in film soundtrack it was possible to see that all the participants were in a
position to use the available resources to come up with appropriate and effective music.

I would also briefly look at how the participants dealt with the links between music and
film. One of the working methods in our group was to have the participants tell the
Little Horrors team performers what to do.  In effect, to change them from devisers into
directors.  We offered the group choices on such matters as instrumentation, register,
dynamics, tempo, timbre, and so on for particular scenes.  We then devised and
presented musical suggestions to be used as the base for the scene.  The participants
proved to have clear ideas about what kind of music they wanted, and were able to
exercise clear directorial choices about which of our offerings were to be used, and when
and how they were to be modified (“higher”) or developed (“bring the bass in now”).
Having composed the music by this means we then all made an arrangement for the
group to perform.  This suggests that the participants had a strong sense of the
emotional and narrative values of different kinds of music in a visual context and were
able to take a purposive and leading role in devising an appropriate and varied score.



Little Horrors: Big Ideas
Reflections from Elaine Ackers BCMG Cellist

In October 2003, I was involved in a project in Castle Vale working with people across all
generations creating music for the silent movie “Nosferatu”. After some initial training for the
professional musicians we were all split up into four groups, each one led by a BCMG
musician and another one from Sound it Out. I was also acting as a mentor for a young
professional saxophone player who attended the sessions as a shadow. The overall
performance and work was led and directed by one other person who had led us in the
training and was around to guide us if needed.

My group consisted of about 15 people whose ages ranged from five to mid-seventies!
Apart from two boys (one on sax and the other on keyboard), none of the others had had any
formal music/ instrumental education. It was a very mixed ability group with at least two of
the children having some learning difficulties. The community seemed to be quite a close knit
one and this particular group knew each other well as they all belonged to a drama club who
rehearsed and met regularly. This was a definite advantage in many respects- they didn’t
appear to have any inhibitions that might have been expected with a group of strangers and
they seemed to be comfortable with each other which meant that the initial process of warming
up and becoming familiar with each other was very fast. It was also easier to pick up on
characters and peoples’ needs. For instance, during the first session I was told that the group
were trying to encourage one particular boy who had learning difficulties and asked if I would
give him a prize, which they had brought along, and congratulate him on his contribution to
the session. I was very moved that they were all so tolerant of each other’s needs and how
protective they were of each other. Each session was basically split up into a few warm up
exercises. We decided that my Sound Connections partner should concentrate on rhythm,
making and building on different rhythms with percussion instruments and I focussed on ideas
to create different colours and sounds to evoke moods and emotions. We then watched a small
clip of the piece of film we had been allotted and discussed what we could do building on what
we had just done. The biggest difficulty was then synchronizing the music we made with the
picture and making sure that everyone could remember what they were meant to be doing and
where while still trying to be mindful that there should be room for flexibility and
improvisation.

One of the hardest things with such a diverse group is to keep hold of everyone’s attention, to
allow each person a chance to be creative and contribute on their own level whilst keeping sight
of the fact that there are time restrictions in place and a performance deadline! This type of
work is very different to traditional teaching or coaching where pupils may already have a
strong musical foundation, the work is often quite intense and concentrated on either a set
work or relevant to the playing of one instrument, and where expectations on the amount of
discipline and individual practise needed are high. This was my first time at leading a group
but after some initial concern, I found that I thoroughly enjoyed it. There were a few teething
problems  ( a fire in the first session, two teenagers leaving to join another group and no
instruments for part of another!) but despite these I loved to see everyone get involved and
excited about what they were doing. I genuinely enjoy working with people of all ages and I



was extremely impressed with some of the ideas expressed. After one particular session, several
of the adults commented on how much they had enjoyed it.

My co-leader was a tabla player who the children particularly found very “cool”! I found him
to be a wonderful musician and an amenable and easy person to work with. However, despite
my lack of experience I do have reservations about working in this way. Although we had met
during the training weekend, I knew very little about him and it does take time to build up a
rapor with someone and knowledge of how they work. Neither of us had done a project like
this before and I was very aware that if we were to both lead a group we had to be careful not
to tread on one another’s toes. I was so wary of offending him by perhaps being over assertive
that I think we both ended up not being decisive enough. I felt the time and energy needed to
deal with this would have been better spent on the participants and it left me wondering if
overall it would be better to have one leader with a strong backup or to work with someone
known beforehand. For other education projects that I have participated in, I have always
worked as a support to one person. The frustration of this is that I feel I am not always able to
contribute as much as I would like but it does make my role very clear which in context of the
project probably makes everything easier and smooth running. I think this problem was
expounded by the fact that we also had a “shadow” with us and we therefore had to make sure
that he too had a role to play and was able to contribute. He didn’t attend the original training
weekend and so neither of us knew him. This is something which I felt I would have been more
comfortable with if either I was the main leader or if I had known my fellow leader better.
There were many new elements to deal with and I had done no other project like this before so
everything was a learning curve!

I thought the whole project was a brilliant idea and it seemed really successful. There were
inevitable hiccups in the performance but I personally did not feel these mattered. I learnt a
huge amount and came away wanting to expand on that experience. I would also love to have a
follow up project with the same people so that they can build on anything they might have
gained.



Little Horrors: Big Ideas
Contribution from Sid Peacock -
Sound it Out Community Music Sound Connections Musician

I found the little horrors project to be very successful in various ways. The first of which
was creating the relationship with BCMG. I felt that the Sound It Out group and the
BCMG group worked well together and that each learnt form each others practices. It
would have been a bit more interesting for myself to have made more use of the
musicians particular talents, ie writing music for them. I felt by the end that they would
have been happy enough with this but at the beginning I didn’t want to overstep the
mark. I would feel comfortable working with these people again although it might
depend on the setting.

In relation to encouraging people from various backgrounds to become involved in the
music making process I feel that the Little Horrors project really hit the mark. The final
set up at the performance showed the variety of people involved and the extent to which
they were taking it very seriously. My particular group was made up of school children
but the others obviously had parents and grandparents with one group containing a
staff member.

The idea of having a film to which we would add music created the opportunity to
improvise and explore musical styles which otherwise may have been a bit awkward. I
think that this is a very important point that should be used in future projects. The
general music listener will expect to hear textural or “odd” sounds when watching a
movie but will not be used to experiencing this type of music in a convert setting. The
process of putting music to film allows the participant the opportunity to explore
different music worlds without feeling like they are making a racket.

I felt that my role became clearly defined once the project got under way. Working with
my BCMG partner was good in that she was a performer and I was a composer. We
quickly found our best positions when approaching the sessions and were able to make
good music with the group.  Some of the kids could be a bit mischevious and needed a
bit of encouragement but then this is the reason for doing such work.

The Music Animateur handled the leading of the project very well and left us to our
own devices when leading the small groups. This was wise although I felt that because
the groups where held on different nights he was not able to get us altogether for a chat
on a regular basis which might have been useful. It was good to have him turn up at
sessions and become a familiar face with the children.

There was a problem with our group in that some of the kids who were there initially
did not return. I also feel that a one of the boys perhaps lost confidence and did not
come back for this reason. I asked the teacher about it but because it was after school
time she was unable to chase him.



There was also the time directly before the performance that fell over mid term. We only
had three out of about eight of our kids turn up and the teacher was unable to attend
also. This got us a bit nervy but I feel we over reacted a bit.

Our shadow was a great help. He allowed the project to start and found his way as it
developed. By the end he was interacting with the kids and supporting BCMG partner
and I with the leading. It is handy to have an extra person there especially from the view
of an extra instrument but also to give me another opinion on how things are going.

I felt that many of the kids in our group developed their confidence in creating and
performing music. They were able to improvise and create music freely by the end of the
project. When I returned to Castle Vale recently I worked with some of the same kids
again and they were using some of the skills they had developed on the Little Horrors
project. This felt very good and made the project especially worthwhile from my point
of view.

There was a very big production for the concert and a lot of work put into creating the
music. I felt thought that the audience could have been bigger. It may be worthwhile
pushing the school a little more or taking more personal responsibility for getting into
the area and raising awareness sometime before the project. Posters are good but you
need to create a buzz by word of mouth to get people in the door. Perhaps visits to
classrooms and free tickets for children might help.



Little Horrors: Big Ideas

Alwyn Green looks back on the project

My lasting impression is of the way a disparate group of people, most of whom had no
musical experience, brought together a performance of real quality which proved
thoroughly entertaining to an audience which included some very knowledgeable and
experienced musicians and project managers.

The medium of the silent film proved to be a stimulating influence on the participant’s
creativity.  The idea of persuading people, who at first considered themselves to have
little or no musical talent, might have seemed crazy to the outsider; however, those
musicians with experience of taking creative music into schools found the idea both
stimulating and exciting.  The first thing required was for the musicians to convince
potential participants that their lack of experience was no barrier to creativity and that
there were no boundaries or ‘pigeon holes’ regarding musical styles and influences.

To this end the mix of musicians was carefully selected so that each of the teams had:

A) a BCMG player (experienced in coping with both the classical repertoire and new,
experimental music).

B) a musician from Sounding Out (experienced in improvisation and the complexity of
jazz rhythms. Added to each team was the inspired idea of including a shadow who
in this case was a student.  This brought two benefits to the project.  The student was
able to learn from the approach and methods of their more experienced colleagues
and just as important, bring freshness and innovation into the team.

The way we worked was to a large extent governed by the make-up of the various
groups.  They all differed quite considerably in size, age range and gender.

The group assigned to my Sound Connection partner a jazz singer, our shadow a
Graduate Student who was a guitarist and me was a small family group. It was intended
to be somewhat larger, but for various reasons outside the control of the organisers, our
group consisted of three members of the same family; a grandmother, her married
daughter and her 11-year-old son.

Our first reaction was to wonder how we could make this tiny ensemble work, but it
turned out to be an excellent format with all three of them very enthusiastic and more
than willing to enter in to the spirit of the project.  Indeed for the performance, the boy’s
father was in the audience, which was really encouraging for all of us.

None of our group had any experience of playing instruments or reading music, but this
was more than made up for by their keenness to learn basic techniques on various
percussion instruments.  They also added vocal lines to some of the music.



Because of the ‘compactness’ of our team we decided to be innovative as well as creative
by pre-recording a track for our two sections of the film and them playing live over the
recording, thus effectively doubling the size of our little band and greatly increasing the
musical colours available.

We recorded during each of the sessions, which gave us the opportunity to develop and
refine our ideas.  Our three members were very good at coming across with excellent
ideas and musical motives and this really broke down any danger of a barrier between
professionals and amateurs.

It was then possible to develop a second set of ideas to layer over the first.  This was a
really good way to discipline ourselves musically as it was essential to integrate our two
sets of ideas and to co-ordinate them into a single piece of music.

Our family worked really well together and it was especially good to see the mother
growing in self-esteem and confidence as the project progressed.  The dress rehearsal
and performance gave us all the opportunity to see what the other three groups had
produced.  This was very interesting, for although the various groups came up with
their own ideas, they all co-ordinated really well.

The success was in no small way due to excellent leadership from both the team leader
and the administration.  We had all got to know the film pretty well (not just our own
sections) and this again helped to bring unity.

Over all, it was a most rewarding experience and thoroughly enjoyed my role in it.



Little Horrors: Big Ideas
Ways into writing for film.
Weekend training course for players of Sound Connection and BCMG.

Key words, general: Visual-Aural, Improvised-Composed, Freedom-Structure, Tension-
Release, Theme-Motif, Character, Mood.

Key words, leading: Teaching/enabling, shaping/structuring, starting/stopping.

Key questions: What are we doing? Why are we doing it? How will it benefit our
clients?

Key questions, music: Should we develop/compose a basic motif for each of the main
characters before working with our participants? Or are we happy with each group
having different moifs for the same character? Should we also have musical motifs for
themes in the film e.g. innocence, plague, deathetc.

Aims of the weekend:

• To introduce players to each other, and to their strengths and ways of working and
playing, in order to establish a dynamic and flexible working relationship for the
project. (And hopefully to have some fun along the way.)

• To understand key ways of working dynamically with music for film, and how to
transmit some of them to clients.

• To learn about the background, nature, history, and visual impact of the film
Nosferatu. To gain some insight into the creation of the key characters, and their
relationships.

• To gain a sense of how to structure a session with clients; learning about possibilities
and pitfalls in sessions and how to troubleshoot them. To discuss the possibilities of
working with cross-generational participants.

Aims beyond the weekend:

• To generate ideas and words: These will be written into a document that will be used
as an inspiration for creativity and structure during the main work of the project.

• To look at ways of breaking the film into scenes and dividing the workload.
• To look at instrumental and personnel partnerships during the project.



Little Horrors: Big Ideas
Starting points for Workshops

Introduction

The ideas here are set out as 'starters' and ideas. You will have your own ways of
working and your own techniques. You may also want to reinterpret some of my ideas
or add variations.

Warm-ups

Because of the time constraints, there will probably be a feeling of getting straight on to
the film work. However, it's important that participants get a good feel for playing and
working together, so I would strongly suggest that there is some kind of warm up in
each session. You will need to watch the time on them though: 15-20 minutes say. As
you work towards the performance, the time spent on these exercises will probably get
shorter. It's important to reflect on exercises, and ask/explain to students why they're
doing them. Some of your warm-ups can be used as natural ways into writing for the
film.  In the first session or two an ice-breaker would be a good idea.

Name Exercises

• Walk round room to a rhythm, on 'stop' introduce yourself to the nearest person.
• Pass the sweater and call out the name of the person you throw it to.
• Stand in a circle and say the name of the person you walk towards, they say the

name of another person and move off before you get to them.

Body percussion/ rhythm /vocal exercises

• Pass a clap or sound round the circle.
• Keeping a basic rhythm together.
• 'Switch' - keeping a rhythm pattern until the leader changes it. Everyone changes

only when the leader says 'switch'.
• 'Don't clap this one back'. A copying rhythm exercise. The leader teaches a rhythm

which the participants do not clap/sing back. All other rhythms do get repeated by
participants.



Ensemble work with instruments

• You can use variations of the exercises above with an instrument. Find out if there
are changes to the way the group communicates, and ask why...

• Developing grooves. Start with a riff/groove and get participants to see if they can
find something that fits with it. Get people to listen to balance of instruments, and
make suggestions.

• Create textures using all instruments. Each player finds a pitch/note and sustains it.
Ask players if they like the sound. If not, change it. Work on getting louder and
softer, playing short notes, experiment with taking instruments out of the texture etc.
You can also label different chords (1,2,3 etc.) and get players to remember each one.

Solo work

• Pass a note/2 notes round the circle.
• Once you have an ensemble groove going make a space of, say, 8 or 16 beats for

individuals to play a short solo in. No 'rules'. There can be as much or as little 'space'
as the soloist likes within the beats allowed. You can ask players afterwards how
they felt the solo went, and if there was anything they would like to change about
them.

Further exercises for developing materials:

Playing the circle: 1 clap for a woman, 2 for a man - variations and possibilities for
developing thematic material from this.

Purpose: Working out musical output from a basic visual stimulus; team work and
ensemble rhythm; developing rhythms which may be irregular; developing cross-
rhythms.

Riders: How would this work with a much smaller group? How could it be developed
to work with instruments?

Vocal exercises/leader-conductor: Start/stop, hum, dynamics, vocal sound effects
controlled by a leader. Variation with two leaders.

Purpose: Leading following; developing confidence in musical leadership; creating
textures with the voice.

Riders: How would this work with a smaller group? How would it work with
instruments, or instruments + voice?

Instrumental/vocal warm-ups



‘The Clock’: Making instrumental atonal/arrhythmic textures/chords with sustained
tones/notes. Build in dynamics and 'dots'/short sounds. Developing visual signs as
keys for a leader to move the music on. (Improvised conducting)

Variation: Playing textures developed from colours/moods pictures on p/cards.

Purpose: Leading/following; listening; responding quickly to signs from a leader; ways
into developing 'modern' musical textures free of metre; developing material from a
visual stimulus.

Playing the circle: A development of the previous clapping exercise. Reading part of the
group or a series of objects on the floor to create a rhythmic ostinato/riff and a series of
pitches. Choices and suggestions are made by the group to make changes. Variations
with the use of harmony, and taking some instruments out to play aspects of the
previous exercise over the riff.

Purpose: Ways into developing musical material from visual stimuli; ensemble
rhythm/developing an internal sense of time.

Ensemble/soloing: Develop a modal riff from a choice of notes and a simple metre.
Work with a scale (e.g.: Dorian mode) for players to improvise short solos. Define
parameters: angular/ smooth etc. with signs or with voice. Use 'breaks'/ stops for
players to 'fill' in. Possible use of a visual stimulus (p/card) to define mood of the solo.
Stop and listen if significant melodic material has been created.

Purpose: Confidence builder; ensemble listening to dynamics/time etc.; listening for the
creation of moments/material from improvised music, which could then be used/set as
motifs.



Working with the Film Sections

Many of the above warm-ups and exercises could be useful for developing material for
the film. They will need a visual context to work from:

Ask questions

• What was it like/what did they think of it?
• Was it scary or tense? Why/why not?
• What were the moods of the film and the characters shown?
• Did they feel any sympathy/disgust towards characters, or did they feel like

laughing at any of them?
• How might having music help us to feel things watching the film.
• Discuss the context of the film and the time it was written in (early 1920s)

Process of Working on the Film Sections

Below is a series of ideas for ways in which you can break down your composing work
and structure your devising for the film sections. It's based on the way we worked in out
two training days in July, and moves from working with a still image to working with
the film in motion.

Thematic/ Motif work from a still picture

• Show the group are given a still (pause the film) of a significant character in their
section of the film.

• The group develops a theme for the character. (This can also be done for other
characters as necessary) The nature of the theme will reflect the nature of the
character.

• Possible vocal work: Give the character a phrase or sentence. Decide on a way of
singing the sentence, and then turning that into an instrumental line/vocalised line
without words.

Variation/Development

Once you have developed themes/short songs for characters, try using a still which
shows two characters in the same picture and find a way of combining the two themes
at the same time, or hearing them one after another.



Further Development

Using above techniques outlined above, break into smaller groups, take one or two
themes composed and give them:

• Textural treatment
• Rhythmic treatment
• A combination of both

Purpose: to look at ways of developing and orchestrating a theme.

Working with the Film in Motion

Free Improvising

• Improvise freely to a scene with the film running. Stop and try it again. Listen, and
hear if any solid ideas emerge from the approach which could be fixed and used
later when finalising material for the scene. Some new ideas may emerge which can
be combined with the material already devised when working with the stills.

• After improvising, ask questions about what was played and why. Were people
listening to each other? How much of their attention was on the film? What mood
were they trying to create with their playing? Which parts of the improvisation
could be used again when fixing the material?

Brain-storming for material

Show a short part of one of your scenes. Freeze and look at the movements of characters,
the mood of the scene, and the pace of it.

• Brainstorm method of developing a short 4-5 note motif for a character. Using a
flipchart/board, generate the notes using random selection, and play them evenly.
Discuss what they sound like - do they work? If not, try again, or change one/two or
more of them.

• Using symbols to define the length of the notes, work with rhythm with the motif, to
make it live as music.

• Play the material along with the film and ask what changes/developments need to
be made



This could be a good way into composing material for the film if people are not coming
with ideas quickly. You can ask participants how working this way compares with
working by improvising. You might want to start with this approach, rather than the
improvisational one.

Smaller group work:

In 2 groups, break off and develop music for different parts of a scene.

• Come back together and see if you can make the two sections run on from each
other.

• Try using part of one group's music to inform the others.
• Weave a strong theme from one group into the musical texture of another.
• Do the players have any suggestions for bettering the methods outlined?
• Find a way of writing the ideas down for yourself and the participants.

Further large group work

• Improvise/compose together a groove/ostinato that could be used for a sequence.
Try working straight from imagination. Once settled, orchestrate, and superimpose
chordal clusters, or a solo improvised line over the groove.

• Play to the film. Ask how it worked. Room for improvements?
• Try: shifting key, double time, stops/restarts with new material/orchestration

included.
• How successful is the music? Does it work with the film?
• What issues come up for working with participants using these methods?



Musical Issues

Dissonance/Consonance

Much 20th/21st century film music makes use of a wide of musical expression and style.
Horror films in particular make use of dissonant chords, clusters and angular melodies
to build tension and enhance the fear created by visual sequences. Consonant sounds are
also used for both tension and release of tension.

Participants will bring their own preferred musical tastes and styles to your sessions,
and their experience of music will inform what you end up creating. However, I think it
would be good if they also had an experience of how amazing it can be to work with
and experience the power of both dissonance and consonance.

Rhythm

Film music also makes use of irregular rhythms and grooves. (Think of the theme to
Mission Impossible by Lalo Schifrin for instance) These can create an energy which you
may not find by staying in 4/4 all the time. If you use a technique like 'playing the circle'
to develop material, you could naturally end up with an uneven groove. If the
participants are happy with this, and it works for the film, stick with it.

Recording material over the sessions

It's important to make some kind of memory 'kick-start' for follow-up sessions. There's
quite a lot of music to write in a short time, and you won't want to go back to square one
if music is forgotten by participants. Use:

• Sound Recording of themes and of a performance at the end of a session. Mini-disc is
good because you can jump from track to track easily. However, not many people
have portable players with speakers, so a cassette recorder/player is fine too.

• Writing/Notating music is also useful. It's likely that not many of your participants
are going to read music, so you can use symbols and signs for different themes and
put them onto a chart for people to read.

• In the final performance, it will be good if everything is off by heart, as the
participants will be able to follow and watch the leaders and other participants more
easily.
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